
Vicki Williams
 · 

Did you know that the Board of Supervisors not only allocated money for climate change 2 
million but another 2 million to Adventist health when they’re RICH AS F$$C? 4 million 
dollars that could’ve changed your lives wasted.  Ted Williams You need to go!
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See how the average temperature in your area is changing.
Explore Climate Science Info
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Ted Williams
Vicki, with the credibility of the Redding campaign on the line, please provide
proof that the Board of Supervisors allocated $2M county general fund to
Adventist Health.
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Vicki Williams
Ted Williams Ted! were you not at the meeting that I posted a clip of? If
anything‘s on the line it’s your reputation I’ll be happy to provide the video
on instant message. I have published it several times you were sitting right
there when the caller called in and you know that it was allocated.
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Ted Williams
Vicki, meeting date and item number where a board motion approved $2M
general fund to Adventist Health?
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Vicki Williams
Ted Williams John Redding Will you please answer Ted!‘s question
publicly since you are the treasurer of the hospital board.
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Vicki Williams
Ted Williams yes sir!
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Vicki Williams
Ted Williams Will be right on that and don’t worry proof of work exist so
don’t scrub it like you did your Facebook post because we never hit
anywhere near 10% Covid numbers like you predicted.
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Vicki Williams
Ted Williams AVA says you allocated almost 46 million to Cal Fire on
consent calendar? You avoided the 10 questions and still are? This is not
looking good we’re at almost $50 million worth of unbelievable
irresponsible spending.
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Ted Williams
Vicki, not accurate. Prove it. Show us $50M of spending.
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Vicki Williams
Why don’t you answer the AVA questions if you don’t have anything to
hide Ted!?
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Ted Williams
Vicki, show us the $50M of funding votes, including the $2M general fund
allocation to Adventist Health. It’s my impression Redding’s campaign is
sharing fiction. This is your opportunity to prove your case. Otherwise, the
Redding-Vicki campaign deserves publication in http://theonion.com

THEONION.COM

The Onion | America's Finest News Source.
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Ted Williams
The Mendocino Voice MendoFever Alicia Littletree Bales Independent
Coast Observer
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John Redding
Ted Williams "As expected, the Supervisors blindly approved the
retroactive $4.2 million five-year Calfire dispatch contract on the consent
calendar without a word of discussion about savings that might result
from the dispatch consolidation they committed to a couple of years ago,
or the amount of the contract or the reason it’s nine months late." Seems
your campaign might be lacking some credibility.
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Ted Williams
John, show us the $50M of cited spending and the $2M county general
fund to Adventist Health?
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John Redding
Ted Williams With the credibility of your campaign on the line, why won't
you answer the 10 questions asked of you? I answered all of them, your
turn. May I point out you are not using correct financial terms. Public
agencies have a General Fund but corporations do not. They have an
operating budget.
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Ted Williams
John Redding show us the $50M of cited spending and the $2M county
general fund to Adventist Health?
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John Redding
Vicki Williams The president of the Adventist hospital in Fort Bragg gave a
report to my Board (~1 year ago?) that the Blue Zone Project received a
grant from the County of Mendocino in the amount of $2million.
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John Redding
Ted Williams Are you trying to say it's not correct that the BOS approved
a $50M contract via the consent calendar because it was actually $46m?
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Ted Williams
Blue zone presentation never went to BOS. Adventist Health will not back
your claim. Total fiction. Prove me wrong.
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Ted Williams
John, we have not approved $46M. You’ve got to do some basic research.
I won’t dispute every single claim, but you have a long series of
misinformation flowing. It’s embarrassing.
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John Redding
Ted Williams So the reporting is inaccurate?
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John Redding
Ted Williams lol What's embarrassing is your sense of entitlement to the
District 5 seat. When people ask you questions about your record and
your agenda for the next four years, your reply is that this election is not
about me but about Redding being a White Supremacist. Talk about
embarrassing!
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John Redding
Ted Williams lol. What do you mean by "presentation?" Are you
suggesting you know nothing about the Blue Zone project in Mendocino?
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Ted Williams
John, I’m suggesting both your $2M blue zone claim and $50M of
spending claim are fake news. This is your chance to prove your claims.
Show us the meeting date where these expenditures were approved?
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Vicki Williams
Ted Williams lying
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Ted Williams
Vicki, show us the evidence of $50M spending and $2M AH or it’s simply
fiction. Our minutes, meeting videos and agendas are all public. If there is
any merit you should be able to cite evidence. It appears your candidate is
running away from the question.
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Vicki Williams
Just because the public records aren’t put on this thread does not make it
fiction and you know that requesting a public record takes time and
believe me I’ve done more than you can imagine recently. 
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Ted Williams
Vicki, you and Redding have not proved your claims. If there was any
merit, it would take seconds to cite the action. You can't, because it's not
real.
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Ted Williams
Vicki, our public records are on the website. No request necessary.
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John Redding
Ted Williams I will stand corrected on the Blue Zone information. Several
of my Board colleagues recall Judy Leach making that statement at our
Board meeting. However, she just now emailed me, thanks to your quick
work, that AH did not receive a grant. I apologize for the error.
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John Redding
Ted Williams What has not been proven is why you should be re-elected
as opposed to being ordained for another four years. Can we engage on
matters of interest to everyone in Mendocino County? or will you base you
campaign on denigrating your opponent who has an excellent track
record?
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Ted Williams
John Redding I appreciate the retraction about AH/Blue Zones. Would you
also retract the $50M (or $46M or any amount similar)? This is also not
truthful.
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John Redding
Ted Williams Again, is the AVA reporting incorrect? And a footnote for
those following this thread -- Judy Leach of AH did write "let me be very
clear that to date there has not been any financial transactions between
our organizations regarding this project." What does "to date" imply?
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Vicki Williams
Ted Williams thank you.
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Ted Williams
John, it means the county has not paid AH or Blue Zones. Anyone
watching county meetings would also know there has not been discussion
of this topic.
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Heather Meyer
I'd like to know what exactly they were doing with the money for climate change
and the hospital besides lining people's pockets who do very little to affect
positive change. There are charts available on county website that show budget
allocations but they have vague titles and descriptions;as they do not describe
every single allocation and to whom. Transparency is good. Reciepts please!
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Vicki Williams
Heather Meyer yes, who the hell do you write a check to for climate
change because planet  doesn’t take money as far as I’m concerned.
Hence forth, if the sea levels are rising so quickly then why the hell did all
the people involved in green energy BUY ocean front property in the last
two years? It’s getting so ridiculous out that it’s time to point out the
obvious because people just can’t see it unless you say it out loud.
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Ted Williams
Heather, what money for hospital? Link to minutes or agenda item?
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John Redding
Well, it's been fun, TedWilliams. I will re-engage later. I have some serious
hospital stuff to work on, including fighting off your attempt to take over the
healthcare district via dissolution, seize its cash assets, its property and the
revenue from the property and parcel taxes. Turn that over to the BOS without
even a public vote. Very undemocratic and unwise.
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Ted Williams
John, more fake claims …
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